
THESIS STATEMENT ABOUT TELEVISION

Example Thesis statement: Watching television is not a waste of time as many people claim. Topic sentences It is a
valuable educational tool It entertains.

Not to mention all the food commercials. The channels of the British Broadcasting Corporation, though, have
been providing their audience with a predominantly serious news agenda, both foreign and domestic, and have
remained unbiased and impartial, and have not shifted towards the more popular tabloid approach. But the
illness could have been caused by the burrito the night before, a flu bug that had been working on the body for
days, or a chemical spill across campus. Even though there is some truth in these notions, this does not apply
to anyone. Study suggests that watching just nine minutes of programs such as those can cause short-term
attention and learning problems in four-year-olds Fox News,  There are numerous reasons why television
appeals to many people. However, the television production people will add violence into the show.
Unfortunately, a quest for ratings Batman, Batman, Batman! Let me know what you think The brain is
constantly stimulated, and has to process lots of bits of information to keep up with the ever evolving story.
That doesn't say anything-it's basically Your opinion on the topic 3. The time children today are spending
watching television has reached critical levels causing many experts to be Children spend more time watching
TV than doing any other leisure activity. On top of this all, when kids are watching the right programmes, and
with the right parental guidance they can learn even more about things they did not have any prior knowledge
of, and can be inspired and motivated to do wonderful things. Unfortunately, many students fail to provide an
effective and sound conclusion simply because they restate thesis statement rather than readdressing it
accordingly. Your roadmap for how you will prove your opinion For example, if you were to write a thesis
statement on the topic of kids watching TV, it might look something like this: Topic presentation: In the
United States, the average child between the ages of 2 and 11 watches around 30 hours of television a week. A
thesis statement A: First, group your subtopics together as much as possible. But, where do we draw the line? I
like the content btw! Just like children living in low income families, kids living in poor countries that get
exposed to a couple of hours of television per day, dramatically enhance their reading capabilities and perform
better in school; thus, becoming smarter than kids who do not get a chance to watch television. This is what i
have got so far, if you have time to take a look again that would be great. Determine how it portrays the main
female character s in the selection; about her traits. Put all three parts together, and there you have it â€” a
comprehensive thesis statement, letting your reader know what your paper will be about, what your opinion on
the topic is, and how you will convince him or her that you are right. First, the word pollution means that
something is bad or negative in some way. All suggestions are greatly appreciated!


